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Student name:  Megan Doty    Student number: 21648276 

Grade: 50%      Date: 3/11/16     

Evaluator: KM 

 

Dear Student, 

 

Unfortunately, you earned a failing grade on this first-attempt submission.  According to the 

Academic Policies in the Penn Foster Student Handbook, you must prepare a retake submission.  

Since the goal of this course is to help you improve your writing, you will continue working with 

your current submission, completely revising and editing it at all levels.  Merely applying the 

instructor’s corrections in grammar, spelling, or format will not show sufficient evidence that 

you have improved your skill level and therefore will not result in a change to your grade.    

 

Review the textbook and assignment directions.  Following are key revisions you must make to 

ensure a passing grade on your retake.  If you do not understand how to rewrite your paper in 

order to accomplish these goals, please contact the school.   
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 Purpose: Create your own definition for the word family OR friend. Making sure to provide 
at least one dictionary and etymological definition as well.  

 Strong thesis: State a specific thesis in your introduction which establishes your definition of 
the word. 

 Development: Using the thesis as the guide, prove to the reader, through research opinions, 
and/or personal details how your definition is true and accurate. A combination of all three 
is necessary. 

 Satisfying conclusion: Provide a satisfying conclusion to close your discussion, reinforcing your 

thesis, and closing with a final thought. 

 MLA Citations: Using MLA, offer internal citations and a properly formatted Works Cited 
page to avoid plagiarism accusations.  

 Editing and proofreading: Read papers aloud to check for clear sentence structure and 
conventions.  

 

Include this set of instructions with your retake submission, or there may be a problem 

completing your evaluation.  For electronic submissions, copy and paste just the first four lines 

of text (from "Required Retake" through the evaluator's initials) at the beginning of your retake 

document.  As part of your file name, include “Retake” after your last name.  Then submit your 

retake essay for grading.   

 

Best wishes on your retake, 

Education Department 

Penn Foster College  
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Definitions of the Word Family 

         Family is one among the words that gained extended definitions and evolved differing 

meaning over time. Traditional social construct sees family as the basic unit of the society.  The 

word gradually earned extended definitions owed on how humans and the society define and 

assign meaning to the relationship they call as family. The social construct used to center on the 

relationship by blood and marriage as essential to formation of the family gradually accepted 

other dimensions in defining what a family is. The meaning of family lifted limitations set by 

blood and marriage. The legal definition set expansion and limitation of options. The differences 

in established family patterns added variation and extensions of the meaning of family. Over 

time, the meaning of the family pulls more strength from the quality of developed bonds and 

level of support the social group can offer. The recent meaning of the family largely depends on 

individual perceptions that allowed leeway for families defining themselves as family to become 

family in their own ways.  

         Traditional social construct sees family as the basic unit of the society comprised of two 

people or more related by blood or unite in marriage, adoption, living together building 

economic unit, providing emotional support, and bear and rear children. The family is seen as the 

central unit in the society essential to procreation, healthy socialization, and construction of 

economic unit providing financial and economic security to the members (The Changing Family, 

n.d.). The traditional meaning of family required union of heterosexual couples through legal or 

culturally-accepted marriage as a significant parameter to qualify as family. The family, for long 

time, defines a social group as legitimately married couples with man taking the roles of husband 

and father and the woman as the wife and mother bearing and rearing children establishing blood 

Comment [WU1]: Awkward phrasing, reword.  

Comment [WU2]: Again, awkward phrasing.  

Comment [WU3]: I’m not sure what this means.  

Comment [WU4]: This is very interesting, and 
good points. You’re establishing the variety of 
definitions the word “family” has.  

Comment [WU5]: What recent definition? As 
you mentioned above, there are several definitions 
for this word. Perhaps you want to comment on the 
recent trends you’re noticing in how we define this 
word in our modern society?  

Comment [WU6]: This is a nice, nuanced 
approach. Our society today allows for families to 
not be so easily defined and allows families to 
define themselves according to their own families. I 
like this very much. So, is this your own personal 
definition of the word family? Or a general point 
you’re trying to make? At the moment, it’s unclear 
where your definition comes in or what it is.  
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ties relations as brothers or sisters. The children play significant roles in developing family as 

few member of the society may not see legitimate couples without children as family but 

recognize formed families by parents out of wedlock with child or children as family. 

     Over time, the concepts on the roles of marriage and children loosened phasing out some 

cultural and societal taboos and such influenced gradual divergence of social construct on family. 

The society gradually recognized union of heterosexual couples through common-law marriage 

or cohabitation bearing and rearing or bringing children through adoption as family. Some 

members of the society look on the children as the basis to call any formed union as family and 

may not consider cohabiting couples without children as family. The cultural, social, and legal 

changes gradually increased acceptance and recognition of same-sex marriage or union and such 

also influenced recognition of the union as family particularly when children add up to the social 

group (Grollman, 2010).  

        Biculturalism and acculturation gradually loosened the conservative outlook on family that 

used to see the social unit as a structure with parents as the authoritative figures. The culture-

influenced divergence changed the concept of the aging parents that used to be authoritative 

parents. From being proud to see family as a structure running with authoritative figures, the 

aging conservative parents started to change notions on current families as structure where 

parents become peripheral family members (Wong, Yoo, & Stewart, 2006).   

        Technological advances and cultural changes also contributed to the expansion of meaning 

of family to expanded families of children with multiple parents. The childbearing technologies 

through in vitro fertilization (IVF) made some children with multiple parents recognizing the 

identified egg or sperm donors as extended families (Grollman, 2010).  

Comment [WU7]: Okay – this is on the right 
track. You’re discussing traditional family roles and 
how we understood the  family unit. However, from 
where are you drawing these definitions? What is 
the etymology of this particular word? Does that 
have any impact on our traditional understanding of 
what a family is?  

Comment [WU8]: What does this mean?  

Comment [WU9]: Okay – but here you’re simply 
discussing people who may disagree on various 
definitions of the word family but you’re not 
discussing any concrete definitions or how these 
definitions inform your own.  

Comment [WU10]: Fantastic – so the LEGAL 
definition of family has been recently expanded. 
This is interesting and something you can certainly 
expand. But again. You don’t do much to tell us how 
these definitions inform or challenge your own.  

Comment [WU11]: This whole paragraph comes 
from this source? You need to analyze this 
information and connect it to your own definition.  

Comment [WU12]: Again, this is interesting, but 
we don’t have your voice or opinion here at all. 
You’re letting your sources speak for you instead of 
analyzing this information or connecting it back to 
your thesis statement. We can’t do anything with 
this information until you draw those connections 
for us.  
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        Blood ties and blood relationship play significant roles in the meaning of the family. While 

the nuclear family stand as the immediate family, the society maintains consideration of 

extended family as family with due consideration of all the relatives and believed to have come 

from the same ancestral line. The extent of considering the extended family can differ from 

culture to culture and personal perceptions. Some may consider extended family limited to 

certain degree of kinship but some especially the culture preserving close family ties may 

consider everyone on the same line of recognized or believed genealogy and ancestry links as 

family. The technological innovations enhanced search for ancestral and genealogy links through 

websites such as www.ancestry.com and www.familytreesearcher.com allowing those inclined to 

know their ancestral families. 

        The expanse of meaning of family also recognized formed groups through merged families 

following remarriages when children of partner from previous marriage become one family. 

Another interesting situation widening the expanse of family is made through organ donations. 

Some identified organ recipients, despite of lacking direct connections, can be considered as 

family of the surviving family of the deceased organ donor considering some linking blood ties 

with the surviving body part of the deceased functioning in the body of the organ recipient (Life 

Center Northwest, n.d.).           

          Moving quite away from marriage, children, and blood relationship as the parameters of 

becoming a family, the basis on making a family expanded on personal relationships with 

attached commitments, emotional ties, and sorts of support on group of people living and/or 

sharing life together (Wall & Gouveia, 2014). 

Fictive kin relationship    

Comment [WU13]: Your own personal meaning 
of family or a standard definition of the word 
family? It’s unclear exactly how you define family, 
what definitions influenced your own, or how yours 
departs from others.  

Comment [WU14]: Different word – standard?  

Comment [WU15]: Which society?  

Comment [WU16]: Okay – but where do you 
fall in this? Do “extensions” factor into your own 
definition of the word family? Right now, you’re just 
listings different types of families.  

Comment [WU17]: I’m not sure what this 
sentence means. Awkward phrasing, wordy.  

Comment [WU18]: This isn’t relevant at all.  

Comment [WU19]: This paragraph isn’t relevant 
to your discussion on the etymology, standard 
definitions, or your own definition to the word 
family.  
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      Fictive kin relationship make up families not established by blood or marriage through 

socialization or union of non-relatives accepted upon developing strong bonds in the family. The 

non-relative individuals can be just a friend, someone rendering care and services to the family 

such as caretakers, nannies, and housemaids, or can be just anyone joining the family and later 

established close ties (Angier, 2013).  

        Single unmarried parents may share a place and make one family with their children starting 

with the main motive of finding companionship and sharing child care. Divorced parents may 

also do the same, not necessarily staying together under one roof but develop close bonding that 

makes someone readily available to share fun, joys, and, challenges, and pains in life. The 

formed relationship becomes a family where parents and children not related by blood and not 

established relations through marriage see each other as part of their family. 

Voluntary kin concept 

       Good friends may join forces and adopt the voluntary kin concept allowing sharing in 

decision-making in everything about life and call themselves as family regardless of the 

distances. Meanwhile, single people preferring to live alone may establish good relations or 

show good will to other people that can be their relatives, neighbors, acquaintances, or just 

anyone they spare and share time with and call or consider them as family (Angier, 2013).  

Pseudo-families 

        Pseudo-families form substitute familial groups particularly those in institutions that does 

not support development of normal family. The formed group fosters substitution of family 

based on relationship constituting complete family outline.  
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 where formation --women inmates not necessarily living in the same accommodation but within 

the same compound form a group with structure like a family with members taking different 

roles as father, mother, brother, sister developing a social group similar a normal family. The 

institutions for delinquent girls, since many decades ago, designate a house mother taking in 

charge of certain units to build harmonious relations satisfying the requirements of allowing the 

young girls live in a family-like environment (Selling, 1931).   

          The pseudo-families also became an increasing trend in women correctional facilities. The 

relationship usually commences as non-sexual relations with members of the family mostly 

aiming to become a source of strong support for their economic and emotional needs and 

personal protection. The established relations within the family enhance expansion of capabilities 

to tap and easily distribute resources particularly the contrabands. The emotional support the 

family members receive fills up the cravings and longing for companionship and eases 

loneliness. In some instances, the pseudo-families may form sorts of sexual relations with the 

person posing as the supportive father or husband providing protective benefits to the family 

members in exchange of sexual favors (Bedard, 2009).  

       Family definitions can also be based on the legal rights and privileges recognized by the 

government. The evolution on the concept of marriage expanding to cohabitations and same-sex 

marriages has driven state to state or country to country differing definitions of family based on 

legal rights. For instance, while some counties or states recognize same-sex partners or common- 

law spouses as family member with legal rights equivalent to their legitimate counterparts, some 

do not provide the same legal privileges. Most laws also require adoptions of children and any 

additional family member to be legally approved by courts before the adopted member can avail 

Comment [WU20]: The purpose of this paper 
isn’t to discuss the different types of families out 
there. It’s to evaluate the etymology of the word 
family, standard definitions of the word family, and, 
MOST IMPORTANTLY, for you to discuss your OWN 
definition. How is your definition different? Is it 
inspired or influenced by other definitions? Why is 
your definition important? A lot of this information, 
too, is coming directly from your sources. There isn’t 
enough analysis or your own voice here. You’re 
relying too heavily on your sources to do the work 
of this paper for you.  
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legal privileges as family member. The legal definitions of family set expansion and limitation of 

options.   

       With the significance of established ties in definition of family, the word has been 

extensively used in other disciplines such as in science and math. In academics, anyone who 

attended at least high school will know family as a term not only referring to a social unit formed 

in human society. Family can refer to taxonomic classification of a group with shared similar 

characteristics or a taxonomic ranking of species that come in between order and genus. Family, 

in chemistry, refers to elements sharing similar chemical properties. Family, in mathematics, 

refers to family systems such as fact families or number family referring to numbers with 

established relationship.  

  Another intriguing aspect as it may be, back to socio-cultural constructs of family, that 

some may call or consider membership in a network without necessitating any meaningful 

commitment or support as family. For instance, television networks may call or consider any 

viewer as family. Organizations may consider all the members within the organizational network 

that may even have not meet each other as family. Interestingly, many families also consider 

their pets as family (Grollman, 2010).  

   The word family gained extended meaning over time and the evolution widening the 

expanse of the meaning of the word continues. In the contextual meaning of relationship-based 

meaning of family, social group defining the relationship as family will be family in their own 

ways. Family has no universally assigned definition and its meaning will depend on how 

members of the society assign meaning to the word.  

  

Comment [WU21]: This is interesting, again, but 
didn’t you already discuss this above? That’s where 
this conversation belongs. However, you need to 
bring this discussion back to how you define family 
and its significance in our current society.  

Comment [WU22]: This isn’t directly relevant to 
anything else you’re writing about in this paper, and 
doesn’t do anything to support your definition.   

Comment [WU23]: You can work with this in 
your own definition if you choose.  

Comment [WU24]: You haven’t directly 
acknowledged the word’s etymology.  

Comment [WU25]: Awkward phrasing.  

Comment [WU26]: This needs to be expanded 
more fully in your own definition and in the paper 
itself.  
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and format this words cited page appropriately. This 
is written in APA formation, not MLA.  
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ENG300: ADVANCED COMPOSITION 

Extended Definition 

 
 

Evaluation for exam number:   
Skill 

Realized 

Skill 

Developing 

Skill 

Emerging 

Not 

Shown 

Thesis: Audience, Purpose, and Topic 

How well does the thesis establish a clearly defined, analytical 

focus unique to the assigned topic, purpose, and audience? 

It’s unclear throughout the paper what your personal definition of 

the word family is. Your thesis statement needs to claim your own 

definition and the significance of your definition. Because it’s hard 

to tell what your claim is, it’s difficult to tell what, exactly, your 

evidence is supporting.  

10 9 8 7.5 7 4 0 

Development 

How insightfully and convincingly does the writer develop the 

distinguishing characteristics of a personal definition of the word 

family or friend to make a specific point, including classifying how 

the definition relates to other definitions of the term and logically, 

clearly supporting the definition through balanced use of assertions, 

evidence, and analytic explanation? 

You make a lot of interesting points throughout the paper, but few 

of these points are properly analyzed or developed. You spend a 

large portion of your exam discussing different types of families 

instead of focusing your attention on the evolution of the word 

family and how it relates to your own definition. You vaguely go 

into “traditional families” vs. “modern families,” but again, you’re 

discussing TYPES of families here as opposed to how we define 

families. It’s all surface-level work. 

You are correct – yes – as our society evolves, so does how we 

understand family. But one claim you’re making is that families 

define themselves. I’m not sure how this evolution you’re 

discussing, then, fits into that larger idea.  

25 23 21 19 17 10 0 

Incorporation of Source Material 

How logically and effectively are paraphrases, summaries, and 

direct quotations from varied, relevant, and reliable sources 

integrated with the writer’s style for purpose and audience.    

The sources you use are good, but they aren’t used well. You rely 

too heavily on the ideas of your sources.  

10 9 8 7.5 7 4 0 

How well did the writer incorporate the etymology of the word into 

the essay?   

You went into a vague analysis of the etymology of “family,” but it 

was hard to follow and hard to understand its relevance to your 

5 4.5 4 3 1 0 
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understanding of the word. 

Organization 

How gracefully does the writer incorporate transitional words and 

connective phrasing with appropriate paragraphing to guide the 

reader through the presentation?  

Your ideas were disjointed and repetitive. There were very few 

effective topic sentences or transitions. 

15 14 13 12 11 6 0 

Style and Voice 

How energetically and consistently does the writer interact with 

both the topic and audience while using varied, concrete, active 

diction?  To what extent does the writer achieve a natural, pleasant 

rhythm, particularly through sentence fluency?  

Your writing is often wordy and hard to follow. I recommend 

proofreading your work before submission to ensure maximum 

clarity.  

10 9 8 7.5 7 
3 

5 
0 

MLA Citation  

Did the writer accurately and correctly at least 4 sources using MLA 

citation style, both in-text and on the list of Works Cited? 

Your Works Cited page was in APA format, not MLA. In-text 

citations were done correctly, more or less. 

10 9 8 7.5 7 
3 

5 
0 

Conventions 

At what level does the writer demonstrate correct and effective 

standard written American English? 

Please proofread work before submitting. I would also recommend 

using a Smarthinking tutor to help you with your revisions.  

10 9 8 7.5 7 
3 

6 
0 

Format and Length 

Did the paper meet the required length (1,500-1,700 words) and 

formatting requirements?   

5 4.5 4 3 1 0 

 

Exam grade: 50%    

Date of evaluation: 3/11/16     

Evaluated by: KM 
 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 

Along the right-hand side of your evaluated exam, you should see marginal or 

"bubble" comments from your instructor. You should also see a series of 

highlighted numbers in the evaluation chart identifying the rating you earned on 

each trait. If you don't see this feedback, click on the "View" tab and "Print 
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Layout" or click on "Review" and the option "Final Showing Markup." If you 

still cannot see the feedback, please contact the school for the complete evaluation.  

 

 

 

 


